In this note the leptonic contribution to the running of the electromagnetic coupling constant is discussed up to the three-loop level. Special emphasize is put on the evaluation of the double-bubble diagrams.
The dominant correction to electroweak observables is provided by the running of the electromagnetic coupling constant from its value at vanishing momentum transfer to high energies. The main part is delivered from the leptonic contribution, ∆α lep , where QED corrections to the photon polarization function, Π(q 2 ), have to be considered. The large logarithms of the ratio between the lepton masses, M l , and the mass of the Z boson, M Z , is responsible for the size of the corrections. On the other hand the small ratio ensures that it is enough to consider an expansion of Π(q 2 ) for q 2 ≫ M 2 l . Below in addition to the leading term we will include the first order mass corrections for the one-and two-loop case and demonstrate that the numerical impact is small.
In [1] it is shown that the two-loop term for ∆α lep (M 2 Z ) amounts to approximately 0.78 × 10 −4 which though is less than 0.3 % of the one-loop value is of the same order of magnitude as the error of the hadronic contribution, ∆α (5) had [1] . Hence, it is interesting to have a look at the three-loop contributions also because there for the first time quadratic
In this note the three-loop diagrams contributing to Π(q 2 ), respectively, ∆α lep , are discussed. Thereby only the electron, muon and tau lepton are considered. Virtual quark loops which are present at this order are not taken into account. However, the formulae given below could in principle also be applied to this case.
At one-and two-loop level and for the diagrams relevant for the so-called quenched QED only one mass scale -in the following called M 1 -is involved. Concerning the double-bubble diagrams, however, in general two mass scales, M 1 and M 2 , appear, where M 2 is the mass of the second fermion loop (see Fig. 1(a) ). Having in mind the electron, muon and tau lepton three different cases are of practical interest:
The quantity which enters the relation between α(0) and α(M 2 Z ) is the polarization function, Π(q 2 ), evaluated for q 2 = M 2 Z and normalized in such a way that Π(0) = 0. This means that one has to compute the current correlator both in the limit
, where the masses may be neglected, and for q = 0. It is convenient to perform the calculation is a first step in a renormalization scheme where the charge and masses are defined in the MS scheme. The transformation to the on-shell quantities is done afterwards.
The polarization function can be cast into the form
where the double-bubble contributions are given by the last three terms corresponding to the cases (i), (ii) and (iii), respectively. Π
and Π (2) h depend on both masses whereas in all other expressions only M 1 appears. Π (0) and Π (1) where already computed in [2] . The results for large external momentum can be found in [3, 4, 5] . Note that in this limit the results for the three cases (i), (ii) and (iii) are identical as mass corrections are neglected. Thus the differences arise from the evaluation of the polarization function for q = 0. The corresponding results for Π A , Π l and Π F can be extracted from [6, 4, 5] . To the knowledge of the author the case (iii) was never discussed. Therefore we want to present the result in more detail. For the mass constellation of case (iii) it is not possible to set M 1 = 0 from the very beginning. Rather one has to apply the so-called hard mass procedure [7] in the limit M . Furthermore one encounters a two-loop mass counterterm which has to be taken into account (see Fig. 1(b) ), which, however, is not yet available in the literature.
Before presenting the results let us in a first step introduce some notation. Throughout the paper on-shell masses are denoted with capital letters; MS ones with small letters. Bare masses are accompanied with an index "0". The double-bubble diagrams from case (i) are multiplied with n l , the ones from (ii) with n F and the ones from (iii) with n h .
The relation between the bare and the MS mass reads [8] :
Note that the pole parts for the double-bubble diagrams are identical, i.e., they are independent of the mass configuration -a special feature of MS-like schemes. The transformation to the pole mass is performed with the help of: 
The terms in the first three lines can be found in [9] . The computation is reduced to the evaluation of two-loop on-shell integrals and can be be performed, e.g., with the help of the program package SHELL2 [10] . The terms proportional to n h arise from the diagram pictured in Fig. 1(b) which has to be evaluated in the limit M 2 2 ≫ M 2 1 = p 2 where p is the external momentum. The bare diagram was successfully compared with [11] . Using the relationᾱ
also the coupling can be transformed to the on-shell scheme. Note that the overall factor α in Eq. (1) is not affected by this change of parameters. The results for the separate contributions to Π(q 2 ) then read: 
with
The logarithmic dependence on q of the double-bubble diagrams coincides, the constant terms are, however, different. It is also worth to mention that Π (2) h gets independent of M 1 , however, only after the mass is transformed to the on-shell scheme. Note also that Π (2) l becomes dependent on M 2 after the result is expressed in terms of the on-shell coupling.
For the numerical evaluation of ∆α lep (M 2 Z ) the quantity −Re(Π(q 2 = M 2 Z )) has to be considered taking into account the contributions from the electron, muon and tau lepton. Special care has to be taken for those contributions where two masses are involved: In the case of the electron Π 2 ) result and is thus roughly an order of magnitude larger than expected using the naive estimation α/π ≈ 2 × 10 −3 . This can be traced back to the squared logarithms which are actually only present in Π (2) l , Π (2) F and Π (2) h . It is also remarkable that the contributions to the double-bubble diagrams are essentially dominated by the mass of the inner lepton which can be understood by a closer look to Eqs. (8)- (10) .
A comment concerning the mass corrections M 2 l /M 2 Z is in order. Obviously the most important contribution comes from the τ lepton. It amounts at one-loop level to approxi-mately −2 × 10 −6 which is of the same order of magnitude as the one from the three-loop diagrams. The quadratic mass corrections of order α 2 are already two orders of magnitude smaller. Therefore we neglect the mass corrections at the three-loop level. In principle also terms of the form M h . However, they are also small and will be neglected.
To summarize, the leptonic contribution to the effective electromagnetic coupling constant is computed up to O(α 3 ). At three-loop level it turns out that the double-bubble diagrams are most important as quadratic logarithms of the ratio M 
